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Abstract 
Industrial design is a profession that has always benefitted from the latest 
technological advancements. Product development processes are often long 
and expensive. Introducing new tools that can decrease time to market and 
eliminate prototyping rounds are of interest to companies. One such tech-
nology, extended reality (XR), has been around for decades in forms of vir-
tual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR). The first industrial uses of the 
technology we’re introduced already in the 90s. With the capabilities of cur-
rent graphic cards and central processing units, XR has become more acces-
sible for both professional and consumer markets. 

The main objective of the study was to find out if XR is a tool that can be 
better integrated to the design and product development processes at the 
case company, ABB Oy. To evaluate XR, several user tests were conducted. 
The tests included users of ABB products, experts working in research and 
development (R&D) and industrial designers. The user testing utilized both 
VR and AR devices, as well as a game engine and a ready-made software as 
a platform to develop XR content on. In addition, five companies were inter-
viewed on their use of XR to form a better picture of its use in product devel-
opment. A literary review was also conducted to see how XR has been used 
in the industrial context to from its early use to this present day. 

The findings from the tests and the interviews were analysed and a set of 
instructions and recommendations were formed for the case company to 
consider, when moving forward with XR. The findings present how XR pro-
totyping suits the case company’s products and where it should be used, as 
well as where the weaknesses of the technology reside. The choice of the right 
device and software depends on many variables and varies from company to 
company. The findings present potential pitfalls and considerations with 
that in mind. 
Keywords  extended reality, industrial design, product development, vir-
tual reality, VR, XR 
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Tiivistelmä 
Teollinen muotoilu alana on aina hyötynyt teknologian kehityksestä. Tuote-
kehitysprosessit ovat usein pitkäkestoisia ja kalliita. Yritykset ovat usein 
kiinnostuneita työkaluista, joilla voi lyhentää aikaa, joka tuotteella kestää 
päästä markkinoille sekä vähentää prototypointikierroksia. Yksi tällainen 
työkalu, laajennettu todellisuus (engl. extended reality, XR), on ollut ole-
massa jo vuosikymmeniä virtuaalitodellisuuden (engl. virtual reality, VR) 
sekä lisätyn todellisuuden muodossa (engl. augmented reality, AR). Eri teol-
lisuudenaloilla tätä teknologiaa kokeiltiin jo 90-luvulla. Nykyisten näy-
tönohjainten sekä keskusyksiköiden suorituskyvyn ansiosta XR:n käyttö on 
yleistynyt niin kuluttaja- kuin ammattilaismarkkinoilla. 

Tutkimuksen päätavoite oli selvittää, onko XR työkalu, joka voidaan pa-
remmin integroida asiakasyrityksen, ABB Oy:n suunnittelu- sekä tuotekehi-
tysprosesseihin. Tutkimuksessa XR:n käyttöä arvioitiin käyttäjätestauksella. 
Käyttäjätestaukseen osallistui ABB:n tuotteiden käyttäjiä, tuotteiden asian-
tuntijoita, jotka työskentelivät tuotekehityksessä sekä teollisia muotoilijoita. 
Testeissä käytettiin VR- ja AR-laitteita sekä pelimoottoria ja valmisohjelmis-
toa, joissa testattu XR-sisältö oli kehitetty. Lisäksi viittä eri yritystä haasta-
teltiin XR:n käyttöön liittyen, jotta voitiin muodostaa selkeämpi kuva sen 
käytöstä tuotekehityksessä. Kirjallisuuskatsauksessa tutustuttiin XR:n käyt-
töön eri teollisuudenaloilla sen alkuajoista tähän päivään. 

Löydökset käyttäjätestauksesta sekä haastatteluista analysoitiin. Niiden 
pohjalta luotiin ohjeistuksia sekä suosituksia siihen, miten asiakasyrityksen 
tulisi edetä XR:n käytön kanssa. Löydöksissä käy ilmi, miten XR sopii asia-
kasyrityksen tuotteiden prototypointiin, missä sitä tarkalleen tulisi käyttää 
sekä mitä heikkouksia siihen liittyy. Sopivien laitteiden sekä ohjelmiston va-
linta riippuu monesta muuttujasta, jotka vaihtelevat eri yritysten välillä. 
Löydöksistä käy ilmi myös potentiaaliset kompastuskivet sekä huomioitavat 
seikat näihin asioihin liittyen. 
Avainsanat  extended reality, industrial design, product development, vir-
tual reality, VR, XR 
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1 Introduction 
 
Industrial design is an evolving field of profession which has greatly bene-
fited from technological advancements, from the inception of early three-di-
mensional (3D) computer-aided design (CAD) programs to more recent 3D 
printing technologies. New technologies have shortened the time it takes for 
an industrial product to go through the development process. The profession 
of being a designer requires the practitioner to constantly develop their skills 
and to be at the forefront of the latest technology when it comes to the tools 
used in design. 

Product development has multiple phases spanning across disciplines 
from industrial design to engineering. Industrial designers focus on usability 
and user experience of a product, physical user interfaces, mechanical fea-
tures, part layouts, visual appearance, among many other things. According 
to the widely referenced Double Diamond -model coined by Design Council 
(2005), we can divide the design process into phases; discover, define, de-
velop, and deliver. When in the developing solutions phase, evaluating a 
physical product calls for digital or handmade visualizations of the design. 
For a long time, designers have been able to view and design products on a 
computer screen before manufacturing a physical prototype. With a physical 
prototype, the designer can see the design in 1:1 scale and more comprehen-
sively evaluate and test the design. One way to reduce product development 
cycle times is to speed up the prototyping phase (Dai 1998).  

Extended reality (XR), which is an umbrella term for augmented reality 
(AR) and virtual reality (VR), has been around for decades and evolved along 
digitalization. VR and AR are enablers in accomplishing similar to physical 
world interaction before the manufacturing of a physical prototype. Accord-
ing to Dai (1998), building a physical prototype can be an expensive and time-
consuming task. With virtual prototyping it is possible to replace some of the 
need for physical prototyping. Designers can interact with virtual objects in 
AR and VR with rich immersiveness without the constraints of 2D visualiza-
tions (Jimeno-Morenilla, Sánchez-Romero et al. 2016). 

According to the International Organization for Standardization (2019), 
human-centered design as an approach has a goal to make systems designed 
to be usable, by considering the user’s needs and human factors. The same 
approach can be used across different design disciplines such as UX/UI de-
sign, industrial design, and service design. XR can assist in usability testing, 
as it enables testing of designs with virtual prototypes. Not all different de-
sign disciplines necessarily benefit from the use of XR. In the context of in-
dustrial design, we can think of XR as something that may be useful when 
emulating physical design, or in a usability testing scenario when there is an 
advantage in using XR tools over the traditional physical and digital proto-
typing methods. Utilizing XR in a design process is very much dependent on 
the specific project’s needs.  
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Buck (1998) addressed key points of user interaction within virtual envi-
ronments. When designing an industrial product, many things must be con-
sidered such as the serviceability and ease of operation. He states that simu-
lation of these use cases is beneficial even at a stage where there is no physical 
prototype existing. This is because when immersing a test person to a virtual 
world and enabling them to manipulate the objects in the scene as they would 
in real life, they are able to evaluate the product at hand and its qualities, 
such as ergonomics and ease of use. Additionally, for the scene to be realistic, 
the objects manipulated also need to present same physical qualities as seen 
in reality, such as gravity. 

With the technology and software maturing and becoming more accessi-
ble, especially VR has moved from being used by big players in the automo-
tive and aerospace industries to an affordable and reliable design tool to be 
used in product design to support decision making and enabling innovation 
(Berg and Vance 2017). As a result, more and more companies are willing to 
include it in their processes. 

 
1.1 Scope and goals of the thesis 
 
This thesis aims to map out viable use cases of XR in the context of industrial 
product development in the case company, which is a technology business-
to-business (B2B) company. The main objective of the present study is to de-
fine how can this technology be best utilized within industrial design as a tool 
for design related tasks, and to define where its weaknesses and strengths are 
found.  

This thesis introduces the reader to the basic concepts of XR and the soft-
ware and devices used with it. The different devices and software used in the 
user testing section of the thesis are presented in more detail. XR devices that 
were tested were chosen based on their availability. They also represented 
slightly different categories ranging from consumer to B2B devices. In addi-
tion, other state of the art devices are introduced, but not thoroughly re-
viewed. The literature review section of the thesis presents how the use of XR 
has evolved in the field of product design and development, from its early 
days to the present. To better understand how the industry currently utilizes 
XR, a series of interviews was conducted with industrial designers working 
in companies using XR in their product development processes. In addition, 
a series of usability tests that utilized VR and AR were carried out to find out 
how would the technology fit the case company’s industrial designers’ needs, 
regarding both usability studies with the users of the products, and as a tool 
for designers to assist in design related tasks. Conducting the user tests re-
quired learning of the chosen software to develop the testing VR scenes. The 
goal of learning the software used to create VR content was not to become an 
expert content developer, but to acquire enough skills to successfully run the 
needed tests for the current study.  
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The thesis focuses on the use of VR in the industrial design context. The scope 
was defined by the findings in the present study. As a part of the reason, there 
has been an initiative in the case company of including AR as a tool to con-
duct design reviews internally with the product development teams and with 
the stakeholders. This initiative resulted from previous research of the tool 
in the company. As a last note, the thesis lightly explores prospects of the 
technology and where it is headed, both in the consumer and business mar-
kets. This thesis was conducted under contract with the case company ABB 
Oy. 

The case company has a specific thesis reference group system in place, 
and they also requested to use that system in this thesis process. The purpose 
of the thesis group is to spread awareness of the study to other business divi-
sions, and to gather ideas on how this study could better be utilized in other 
contexts. For this thesis, a group consisting of four employees working in 
other divisions of the case company was formed.  

In corporations, different divisions may be unknowledgeable about each 
other’s projects, and the thesis group is a way to cross that bridge. The thesis 
group was complementing the work of the advisor. Their involvement was to 
aid in bringing up ideas and to exchange knowledge of their interests regard-
ing the present study, and to avoid doing overlapping work. The participants 
of the group also assisted in assessing the overall picture on the usage of XR 
in the company and helped with the use of existing facilities. Advisor still 
maintained the steering responsibility from the company side. 
 
1.2 Structure of the thesis 
 
ABB Motion is one of ABB’s four business areas. It covers global divisions of 
drives, motors, generators, motion services and traction solutions. The au-
thor works in the Motion Design Team that serves all business divisions in 
human-centered design activities. Projects that the author has been a part of 
have been revolving around drive products (DP) and system drives (SD). Sys-
tem drives are larger devices that are designed for a specific customer and a 
use case with order-based engineering. Drive products are smaller devices 
that can be bought off-the-shelf.  

The initial idea for the thesis came from the case company. There was an 
interest in harnessing XR as a tool for the Motion Design Team. Doing so in 
a meaningful way meant that time and resources needed to be invested. Con-
ducting a thesis to explore the possibilities on the use of XR was a convenient 
way to answer the design team’s needs, as well as to fulfill personal aspira-
tions to explore design tools and to develop oneself as a designer. 
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2 Background 
 
In this chapter, the key terminology and technologies that are used in this 
thesis and the theoretical background are described. In section 2.1, theoreti-
cal background and the early research and birth of the technologies are in-
troduced with the explanation of the common terms used in the field of re-
search. Section 2.2 goes through the literary review which introduces indus-
trial use cases of AR & VR from its early use to the present day. The chosen 
reference list for this chapter consists of peer-reviewed journal articles pub-
lished on reputable scientific journals. The selection of the source literature 
was done by using keywords to search online platforms such as Google 
Scholar, Springer Link, Research Gate and Science direct. Additionally, some 
web references were used as XR is widely discussed in technology blogs and 
news. In section 2.3, XR content building tools such as game engines are in-
troduced. 
 
2.1 Origin and early days of AR & VR 
 
Virtual reality (VR) is an environment where the user is completely immersed 
in a virtually created world that can mimic the properties of reality or discard 
them altogether (Milgram, Takemura et al. 1995).  

Mazuruyk and Gervautz (1999) well explained the history of VR. The im-
mersion of the user to the virtual environment is usually achieved with a 
head-mounted display (HMD), that can show computer generated objects 
and environments with digital displays. They state that the first applications 
of virtual reality date as far back as 1962 to the Sensorama, a multi-sensory 
cinematic experience developed by cinematographer Morton Heilig. The de-
vice was a large booth where the user would place their head in to view films 
in color and stereo. The experience wasn’t interactive, but it was the first true 
effort in immersing the user in virtual reality that included sensory stimula-
tion such as vibration, smell, wind and audio (Tate 1996). 

The first truly wearable, head-mounted display (HMD) was visioned by 
Ivan Sutherland in the 60s. Sutherland (1968) had a concept which idea was 
to show the user a perspective image which moves with the user’s move-
ments. By placing two-dimensional images in front of the user’s retinas with 
miniature cathode-ray tube (CRT) monitors, an illusion of three-dimensional 
objects can be created. The apparatus included an ultrasonic head position 
sensor that hanged from the ceiling and allowed the user only a limited vol-
ume in which they could move in. 

According to Tate (1996), from the 60s onward we saw virtual reality re-
searched by NASA for space flights and moon landing and the US military for 
simulating the view of flights. The advancements in technology including the 
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introduction of LCD displays and powerful microprocessors opened the 
doors for VR to be developed by public companies.  

Azuma (1997) well establishes the definitions of AR and VR. Augmented 
Reality (AR) is a variation of VR. While VR completely immerses the user 
into a virtually fabricated world, AR allows users to see real world objects 
around them. AR allows the viewing of real objects and environments by su-
perimposing virtual objects into the real world. In other words, AR adds on 
top of our existing reality. In his paper Azuma surveyed the use of AR across 
different fields including medical, visualization, maintenance and repair, an-
notation, robot path planning, entertainment and military aircrafts. He 
states that using AR to enhance the user’s perception and interaction with 
the real world with virtual objects to display information that cannot be seen 
otherwise helps the user to perform real-world tasks better.  

Azuma (1997) also discusses the future of AR. AR was a relatively new 
technology in 1997 and far behind of VR, with AR systems mostly found in 
academic and industrial research laboratories. According to him, AR would 
need a breakthrough for it to have tracking capabilities in an outdoor envi-
ronment such as navigation aid for soldiers advancing towards a destination, 
or tourists looking at directions. The ultimate goal for AR should be that it 
can generate realistic graphics to a level that they are indistinguishable from 
reality. He visioned that within 25 years from 1997 AR should be at a level 
where we could be wearing outdoor capable AR headsets and see for example 
photorealistic dinosaurs eating a tree in our backyard. 

AR has taken a foothold in our everyday lives as it’s widely used in 
smartphones. AR can be seen in many mobile games and social media appli-
cations. Popular examples include the widely popular Pokémon Go -mobile 
game released in 2016, where the user could see the pokémon superimposed 
to the real world shown by the smartphone’s camera feed. 

Milgram and Kishino (1994) proposed viewing AR and VR as a Reality-
Virtuality (RV) Continuum with both concepts of AR and VR being on the 
opposite ends of the spectrum, (Fig. 1) instead of them being two concepts of 
opposites. The left of the continuum defines any real environment and object 
that can be viewed either in person, or through a video screen or a window. 
On the other side of the continuum can be defined everything that consists of 
virtual objects and environments simulated by computer graphics, that can 
be viewed with a computer screen or immersive technology. According to 
them, mixed reality (MR) can be described as a subclass of VR technologies 
where there can be both virtual and real-world objects, that can be presented 
from a single source. For example, the hybrid display environments showing 
both real and virtual can be characterized as MR. One goal of Milgram’s and 
Kishino’s research was to form a classification in the ways “virtual” and “real” 
dimensions of MR can be realized. 
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Figure 1. Reality-Virtual (RV) Continuum (Milgram and Kishino 1994). 

 
In recent years we have seen the emergence of extended reality (XR). It is 

seen as an umbrella term and a buzzword for all the categories of realities, 
VR, AR and MR. It doesn’t point to just one but encompasses all of them. It 
is a term that people are still learning about and will be used more and more 
every day. (Goode 2019) 

We are now living in the hay-day of virtual reality applications. In recent 
years we have seen numerous companies enter both consumer and B2B mar-
kets with HMDs focusing on entertainment and enterprise use cases. 
 
2.2 Industrial use of VR & AR 
 
Use of AR in the industrial context was researched by Caudell and Mizell 
(1992) as early as the 1990s. They were developing an AR headset that was 
used by the aircraft manufacturer Boeing. For their application, an HMD 
with head position and real-world registration sensors was used to superim-
pose computer generated diagrams and templates onto parts being operated. 
The device had head-position sensing and real-world registration system that 
allowed the augmented graphics to be correctly placed in the real world. The 
superimposed templates were used for tasks like drilling holes in correct 
places inside an aircraft fuselage. The system would dynamically mark the 
hole with a green arrow and tell the size and depth of the hole. The marking 
would stay in the same place even with the user changing perspective. The 
motivation behind the AR application was to save costs on manufacturing by 
eliminating the use of physical templates and formboard diagrams. 

Purschke, Schulze et al. (1998) wrote about how the automotive industry 
was among the first to utilize VR in product development. In their paper they 
explain how German manufacturer Volkswagen founded VR-Lab in 1994 to 
research the possibilities of VR. Later in 1997, VR-Studio was put in place for 
conducting in-house design reviews. In the Volkswagen case Purschke at al. 
wrote about, the use cases for the VR application developed involved visual-
ization of assembly and manufacturing tolerance gaps between components, 
ergonomics evaluation to see how different sized people fit in the cockpit of 
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a car and what are they able to see when driving the car, and aesthetic feature 
visualization such as differently textured and colored surfaces. The applica-
tion presented showed great potential on how VR can be used in product de-
velopment processes.  

Grant and Chuen-Ki (1998) studied the use of VR to view a distribution 
center model with an HMD called the VIO I-glasses and a control glove called 
5DT. In their test, the user was able to move through and edit the distribution 
center model and understand the physical flow of the distribution center 
more clearly than by viewing it from a conventional 2D image. 

Mujber, Szecsi et al. (2004) covered the use of VR in manufacturing in-
dustries. They explained that VR systems were thought of as being non-im-
mersive, semi-immersive or fully immersive. Non-immersive encompassed 
only the common peripherals of mice, keyboard and a screen and fully im-
mersive included a head mounted display (HMD) and control gloves. 
Antonya and Talaba (2007) describe the non-immersive interactive visuali-
zation systems to be sufficient from moderate to complex problems whereas 
VR can provide major improvements in the spatial and depth cues in complex 
applications. Mujber et al. classified VR applications in manufacturing into 
three groups of operations management, manufacturing processes and de-
sign. Design domain would benefit from VR in multiple stages. VR can pro-
vide a co-working space for the designers to conceptualize and produce 3D 
“sketches”. From those virtual sketches mechanical features like hinges and 
assembly scenarios could be evaluated and changes made accordingly once 
evaluated. Additionally, with VR prototyping, the amount of hardware pro-
totypes would also be reduced.  

In a study published by Ritchie, Day et al. (2004) on the use of VR in a 
cable harness design domain, the authors suggest that VR has the potential 
to revolutionize engineering environments of the future by enhancing the 
creative, conceptual and perceptual abilities of designers. By presenting data 
and handling interactions in a new way a with greater emphasis on virtual 
prototyping, engineers can do more detailed study of the design, and its qual-
ities related to functionality, aesthetics, ergonomics and manufacturing. 
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In another paper on the same study, O’B Holt, Ritchie et al. (2004) states 
that cable harness design is such a complex task that it is often left to be an 
end activity, this in turn can increase costs and cause redesign of the product. 
With the CAD system approach, prototyping is carried out with physical pro-
totypes that are designed with the help of CAD software. To evaluate the ben-
efits of using VR in the design task, the researchers provided the designers 
and engineers with a software environment that mimics the design tasks of 
the real world in virtual space. The research system was called CHIVE (Cable 
Harnessing in Virtual Environments). An HMD with a 3D glove was used to 
navigate the space. CHIVE was deployed on capable computer hardware with 
3D models from proprietary CAD systems and software from PTC. The re-
searchers evaluated CHIVE against typical CAD systems with five experi-
enced cable harness designers from four different companies, none of which 
had any previous experience with immersive VR. Comparing the time to com-
plete tasks, results showed that to design a single-level layout it took the de-
signers between two and four times longer with CAD. Only half the designers 
made errors in VR compared to using CAD with VR providing productivity 
gains between 3:1 and 5:1. 

 
Figure 2: A user routing a cable harness with CHIVE -system (O’B Holt et al. 
2004). 
 

A more recent article by Mourtzis, Zogopoulos et al. (2018) takes a look at 
integrating visualization and interaction technologies with AR on an HMD. 
In a course teaching scenario case study, engineering students are in the pro-
cess of designing a radio-controlled car and evaluate it with experienced en-
gineers before moving to manufacturing. The participants are part of an en-
gineering course that introduces the students to product design and manu-
facturing with a goal of learning how novel technologies can be used in prod-
uct development. For this study Microsoft HoloLens was selected as the 
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HMD of choice for its capabilities of presenting the virtual prototype in a re-
alistic scale with options of interacting with it while also allowing the user to 
see both the real world and the augmented 3D model. Unity 3D was used as 
the software development platform. Mourtzis et al. conclude that the pro-
posed approach of evaluating the product design with AR, detecting design 
flaws, and re-iterating the design assisted the engineers in their work. The 
engineering students were able to detect problems without supervisor inter-
vention in a higher rate than by evaluating their designs with conventional 
CAD software. From the first year of integration of the AR design validation 
workshop a noticeable improvement in detecting errors was seen among the 
students. The errors that had to be corrected in the final assembly were re-
duced by 12% and the assembly of the final product was completed 10% 
quicker due to the improved perspective gained from AR. A more in-depth 
analysis of their study with data collected was not present in the paper. 

A comprehensive survey spanning from 2014 to 2015 on industrial use of 
VR was conducted by Berg and Vance (2017). The authors surveyed 20 com-
panies in total and the paper goes through common themes of using VR sys-
tems, such as the technology and devices, use cases and the process of de-
ploying VR usage. In their survey, key usage of VR was categorized in five 
areas of visibility, ergonomics, packaging, aesthetic quality and storytelling: 

 
1. Visibility evaluation benefits form the use of VR, e.g., in the automotive 

industry users could evaluate the size and place of support pillars of 
cars and how they affect the driver’s visibility.  

2. Ergonomics evaluation was important to calculate how physical tasks 
affect humans. Common ergonomics evaluation might consist of dif-
ferent postures to perform a certain task. In one of the companies sur-
veyed, Ford Motor Co., engineers used an HMD, force sensors and 
physical props to evaluate how different body postures affect the max-
imum assembly force it takes to install hoses. The goal was to ensure 
that people of all sizes can perform assembly tasks in a safe way.  

3. Packaging has to do with how VR can help with placing tools and con-
trols in locations that best suit the task at hand.  

4. High-resolution graphic rendering has enabled the meaningful evalu-
ation of aesthetic qualities. VR was used at Ford to view gaps that 
might reveal internal components when car seats were folded forward. 
Vehicles with different interior models and changes in instrument pan-
els could be compared. An engineer at Ford explained about the im-
portance of seeing a design in true scale with VR and how the honing 
of a tenth of a millimeter point in CAD can sometimes appear as futile 
once the design is seen in real scale. VR helped engineers at General 
Motors to take note of visual features that would not have been possi-
ble to evaluate before production.  
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5. One of the key uses identified for VR was storytelling, VR helped de-
signers to communicate maintenance and assembly situations and link 
design intentions with real-life use scenarios. Abstract data can also be 
visualized with VR in an understandable way. National Renewable En-
ergy Laboratory (NREL) used VR to show how wind wakes are formed 
along wind turbines. Communication across disciplines is improved 
when people can explore the design in real scale with natural human 
motions. VR can better help explain scenarios for stakeholders who are 
not as involved with the product design tasks. However, it was found 
out that multiple people were required to support the use of VR, as the 
surveyed systems didn’t work on a turnkey basis. 

 
Berg and Vance (2017) distributed the use process of VR into seven steps 

based on the process model of the participant companies: VR request, model 
acquisition, model preparation, building of virtual environment, proof-of-
concept demo, VR session and summary of outcomes. The implementation 
of those steps varied within companies. Every step needs personnel to man-
age them. The authors identified five responsibility areas in the surveyed 
companies: maintainer, operator, user, builder and manager. In table 1, these 
roles are explained in more detail. It was found out that most of the people 
interviewed had multiple roles in the VR facility. At Ford the VR sessions 
were held systematically and design reviews were part of the design cycle 
when issues arose during design. Acquiring models happens through a PLM 
system or via email. Communication with the user requesting the VR usage 
must be established for finding the exact 3D models, since the operator might 
not be familiar with the product at all. Survey data showed that preparing the 
CAD data for VR took anywhere from couple of hours to multiple days. Prep-
aration time has to do with the state of the 3D model and the need to modify 
properties like lighting, material, color and texture. In another company sur-
veyed, Caterpillar, the model conversion was automated to reduce time it 
takes to have the 3D models in the VR software. In Berg and Vance’s survey, 
the model conversion was the most time-consuming step in preparing the 
model. Importing and converting CAD data into the VR system was also time 
consuming in 1998 as stated by Purschke, Schulze et al. (1998), as the models 
had to be converted from parametric surfaces to triangle meshes while taking 
into account the number of polygons in the scene that was limited by the ca-
pabilities of graphic cards back then. 
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Table 1. Roles in a VR facility, adapted from Berg and Vance (2017). 
 
In Berg’s and Vance’s (2017) description of roles (table 1), building the VR 

environment happened mostly via commercially available software, some 
companies preferred using custom applications with a VR toolkit. They found 
out that multiple steps are involved in building the VR scene, the builder 
must understand what is requested and what elements best serve the test 
scenario. For example, ergonomics evaluation requires the models to be of 
correct size and positioned accordingly in the environment. In some cases, 
the ability to freely manipulate a part or a set of parts is important. Moving a 
part in any desired orientation is handy in cases like assembly. Some testing 
of parts may require constraints, that enable a part to move in a limited 
range. Adding constraints to a part, such as a car door that has a limited range 
of motion can be time consuming. It was also apparent that the builder must 
communicate constantly with the user that has requested the scene, on what 
parts need to have those custom movements. Once the build is complete, the 
VR scene is tested in the proof-of-concept step to ensure that everything 
works as intended and no issues are identified. Berg and Vance describe the 
VR sessions themselves as having usually five to ten people participating. 

Role Role description

Maintainer Responsible for configuring and upgrading the 
software and the devices used in the VR system.

Operator

Take care of scheduling the use of the system and 
help the in using the system. They prepare the 

system by setting it up for use and configure 
settings to suit the users’ needs.

User
These people use the VR system. They have no 
supporting tasks for the VR system itself. They 

often request the VR sessions.

Builder

Responsible for preparing the CAD data and 
importing it to the VR system software. They also 

build the interactions and animations requested by 
the users to meet the intended goals of the VR use.

Manager
Organizing projects and managing assets. Tracking 

the use of the facility and setting goals for the 
future.
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HMDs were usually worn by one user or traded in turns. Some companies 
surveyed had multiple sets of HMDs that were linked via network to allow for 
viewing of the same model for many participants. Another common way is 
for others to spectate the session from computer screen while one person 
wears the HMD. The sessions are usually documented with written notes, as 
well as screenshots of key moments of the session. The summary of the ses-
sion is then shared with the stakeholders.  
 
2.3 Building XR content 
 
The basic concepts of game engines are introduced in this chapter. Game en-
gines play a key role in modern day XR experience building. In this thesis a 
game engine is utilized to build a user testing VR experience, later to be pre-
sented in chapter 4. 

Building a VR experience with minimal prior knowledge of the software or 
hardware used required a deep dive into the world of game engines and VR 
devices. Game engines are used to build video games on computers and other 
platforms like consoles and mobile phones. A game engine’s key functions 
consists of built-in rendering engine for rendering graphics, physics engine, 
collision detection system and scripting, among many other parts. The most 
critical parts to evaluate in the software is the ease of workflow when import-
ing CAD data from the CAD software, adding needed interactions, and suc-
cessfully viewing the VR experience with an HMD. 
In addition to game engines, a ready-made solution, KeyVR form Luxion was 
tested. Software like this can be an alternative for situations where the 
needed functionalities are already built in the software and will be sufficient 
for VR testing. 
 
2.3.1 Unity 
 
Unity was the first game engine to be evaluated as a tool to develop XR con-
tent with. It is a game engine introduced in 2005 that was first developed as 
a platform to develop games for Mac OS X (Cohen 2007). Since its release it 
has grown to support mobile, desktop gaming console and VR platforms. Ac-
cording to Dealessandri (2020), Unity is the choice of platform especially for 
indie and mobile game developers. Dealessandri refers to data from Unity, in 
2019 52% of the top 1000 mobile games were developed with their engine, 
with 60% of all XR content on the market developed with Unity as well. 

Unity is a free platform for personal use and for development projects that 
have a funding of less than $100k per year. Unity offers different paid li-
censes from small businesses to large enterprise use, with prices ranging 
from $399 a year to $4000 a month, depending completely on how much 
support, tools and user licenses the customer needs (Unity 2022). One of the 
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reasons Unity wasn’t chosen as the platform to build the user testing scene 
in, was due to the license cost. 

Unity (2022) explains that development with the engine starts with the 
knowledge of C# programming language. Creating gameplay elements in 
Unity happens with scripting. Scripting in this context is different from pure 
programming. According to Unity, there is no need to create the code that 
runs the game as Unity takes care of that. The developer needs to write the 
instructions with scripts for the game engine to execute those instructions.  

The need for coding with C# may be a hurdle too big for some people to 
even consider Unity for XR content development. Although understanding 
of C# is needed, setting up a simple VR scene and viewing a 3D model with 
an HMD can be achieved without writing any code. This was tested when try-
ing out different software. Adding interactions like grabbing and moving ob-
jects would require scripting. For an industrial designer to meaningfully 
manage a software like Unity would require cross disciplinary knowledge and 
learning skills outside one’s professional field. If such capable person doesn’t 
exist within the company, options are to have already employed designers to 
be trained for them to develop XR content in Unity, to hire dedicated devel-
opers to manage the software, or to outsource the development process. 
 
2.3.2 Unreal Engine 
 
Unreal Engine (UE) was the second game engine that was tested. It was also 
selected to be used for building the VR content for the usability testing to 
follow. UE was initially developed for first person shooter -games; it was un-
veiled by Epic Games in 1998 with the release of a game titled Unreal. The 
latest release of UE is UE5, which was launched in April of 2022 (Doucet & 
Pecorella 2021.) UE’s source code is available on GitHub for all registered 
users. 

Unreal Engine (2022) explains that development in UE happens with C++ 
programming language, or with Blueprints, a visual scripting system. Kuhail, 
Farooq et al. (2021) explains that a visual programming language or system 
(VPL, VPS) lets the user build programs with putting together graphical ele-
ments instead of writing code with text. UE’s Blueprints utilize the idea of a 
node-based interface, where connecting graphical objects with arrows and 
lines shows the relations of pieces of information. With Blueprints the devel-
oper can add functionalities to gameplay (Unreal Engine 2022a). In Figure 3 
can be seen a section of a “VR Pawn” Blueprint that adds the functionality of 
grabbing things with a controller for the player, who acts as the VR Pawn 
when the game is played. 
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Figure 3. A screen capture of a Blueprint from UE 5 that is created to grab 
items with a VR controller. 

 
The ability to develop games and XR experiences with Blueprints without 

the knowledge of C++, sets the bar lower for anyone who wants to try out the 
engine. The process of creating a simple VR game that can be used as a base 
for design evaluation and user testing sessions can be done with the help of 
ready-made templates. Figure 4 shows the wide array of different templates 
that UE offers, including already built starter content and Blueprints that the 
user can utilize in many ways. 
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Figure 4. A screenshot of the Unreal Project Browser with ready-made tem-
plates, such as VR, First Person, Handheld AR, and many others. 

 
CAD data can be brought to a scene by using a UE import tool called 

Datasmith. According to Unreal Engine (2022), the tool supports filetypes 
from popular CAD software including Solidworks, PTC Creo, Siemens NX, 
Rhino and many others. Importing a model from Creo, which is the primary 
CAD software used in the case company, is as simple as saving the model 
assembly file to a local disk and choosing it from that location with 
Datasmith. There’s also an option to use Datasmith Direct Link import. With 
the link enabled, designers can live link CAD data to a UE scene, or a UE-
based application. In practice, once the Direct Link is established between 
the applications, design changes done in the source CAD application auto-
matically update to the destination application. Unfortunately, this feature 
was not available for Creo. 

UE’s licensing system differs from Unity’s. According to Unreal Engine 
(2022), the software is free to use unless a product developed with the engine 
generates $1,000,000 USD in gross revenue. In UE’s EULA it’s stated that 
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any entity or a person does not own any royalties to Epic Games if the prod-
ucts do not directly generate revenue. 
 
2.3.3 KeyVR 
 
KeyVR was chosen as the ready-made software to be tested. As the case com-
pany already used KeyShot for product visualization, KeyVR was the obvious 
choice due the ease of workflow it offers when used with KeyShot. The case 
company uses PTC Creo as their CAD software, which has a Keyshot plugin 
available for effortless file importing and live linking. Workflow to import 
CAD data from Creo to KeyVR is simple. Since KeyVR works with the same 
.bip files as KeyShot, the most straightforward method of viewing a model 
made in Creo is to export the .bip file with the KeyShot Creo plugin. The re-
sulting .bip file can be easily modified in KeyShot for fixing possibly missing 
materials or organizing model sets. Once ready with the scene in KeyShot, 
KeyVR can be launched with the same .bip file. 
Tools of KeyVR are well explained in their manual (Wallaert 2021). The tools 
include moving the parts freely or with a precise move gizmo that moves the 
parts along an axis in modifiable increments. The assigned materials of the 
parts or the surrounding environment can be changed on the fly. The scale of 
the scene can be altered, so that the models can viewed larger or smaller if 
needed. The user can fly or teleport in the VR scene to view the model from 
different angles. Physics can also be applied to the scene, which causes un-
locked parts to collide with each other and fall towards the ground level or 
rest on other parts when released from grab.  
For easy part handling, the parts that are to be interacted with in KeyVR 
should be organized into model sets in KeyShot before launching KeyVR. For 
example, the builder can organize parts into sub-assemblies which can then 
be moved as a single unit. Parts can also be locked in the scene, so the user 
won’t accidentally move them. 
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3 Company interviews 
 
A series of interviews was conducted to gain understanding how XR is used 
in the industrial design field. All the companies interviewed were chosen 
based on them utilizing XR in some way in their design processes or other-
wise working with XR. The goal of the company interviews was to find out 
how is XR used in B2B context, in somewhat similar companies as the case 
company. 

Company interviews were carried out as qualitative interviews. Conduct-
ing qualitative interviews happens in the form of a guided conversation. The 
researcher asks questions and listens for the respondents’ answers. The goal 
of qualitative interviews is to gain interpretations. The interview can be seen 
as an event for speech with the aim of understanding the respondents’ expe-
riences and life worlds. (Gubrium and Holstein 2001) 

The interviews were conducted remotely, and they were semi-structured 
conversations. The interviews had some general topics with simple questions 
to get the conversation going, but otherwise the discussion was free from 
structure. In total five companies were included in the interviews. Table 2 
summarizes the companies interviewed. 

 
Table 2. Companies interviewed. 
 

No. of participants in 
the interview Industry Company

1 Design consultancy Aivan

1 Industrial machinery Metso Outotec

2 Manufacturing for 
marine & energy Wärtsilä

1 AR software Anarky Labs

1 XR devices & software Varjo
 

 
The results of the interviews were analyzed using affinity diagramming. 

According to Kunifuji (2016) affinity diagramming, also known as the KJ 
method, was created by Jiro Kawakita. Kunifuji explains that it is a method 
used to organize qualitative data gathered from research and organize it into 
groups. First, to make sense of the raw data that has been gathered it is first 
derived into smaller bits, and written on for example post it notes, then those 
bits of data are put into groups based on their likeness and relatedness to 
similar themes. Once the data has been organized into groups, the formed 
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groups are labelled accordingly to describe the theme of a group. The data 
gathered from these interviews was organized into five groups that will be 
presented in sections 3.1 - 3.5. The groups were labelled as: platform and de-
vices, use cases of XR in design, benefits of XR, limiters, and the future. 
 
3.1 Platform and device 
 
XR content is commonly developed using game engines such as Unity and 
UE. These two engines were popular among the interviewees. The choice be-
tween Unity and UE came down to personal preference and pre-existing 
knowledge required to develop XR content in the given engine. Overall, same 
things can be achieved with either option. UE was deemed easier to start 
working with, because of its ability to create content without any knowledge 
of actual programming with a language like C++. 

For some use cases one of the companies had used readily available XR 
applications such as Design Space by 3D Talo, which introduces easy CAD to 
VR to CAD workflows and offers easily configurable tools for the designer to 
work and explore their designs in VR. Many of the interviewed designers felt 
like these applications can be restricting. The need to prototype something in 
XR often comes with a specific project, and the thing that needs to be proto-
typed can be very specific to the project, only being achievable by developing 
the XR content from scratch with no limiting aspects. Prototyping some spe-
cific interactions could be impossible in readily available applications such as 
KeyVR. 

When it came to the choice of the XR devices, all of the designers who used 
XR in their design work had opted for a VR system over AR one. Consumer 
devices like the Oculus Quest 2 and Vive Pro 2 were widely used, mostly due 
to their accessible price point and ease of use. The aforementioned devices 
offer a decent level of immersion and visual fidelity with sufficient resolution 
and optical performance for the user. Varjo XR-3 was used in one of the com-
panies, and it was described as being an enabler for the VR testing due to its 
visual fidelity. Varjo was identified also by others to be the state-of-the-art 
manufacturer of XR devices when it came to visual fidelity, due to their inno-
vation of “human eye resolution” capable HMDs. VR was used over AR 
mostly because of the immersion and visual fidelity VR HMDs can offer com-
pared to the AR devices such as the Microsoft HoloLens 2. AR devices like 
the HoloLens 2 often feature a small optical see-through display with resolu-
tion and colors described as lackluster compared to VR HMDs. The unique 
quality of showing augmented imaginary implemented in the surrounding 
real world was seen as something that is more useful when used by blue collar 
workers in a factory floor setting, assisting in manual labor and tasks that 
need visual guidance. A key benefit in offering immersive experiences with 
VR comes with the ability to show the design in context by showing a custom 
virtual surrounding. 
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3.2 Usage of XR in product design 
 
XR can be used in multiple ways to assist product design. Most common way 
of using VR among the interviewees was to host VR design review sessions. 
VR was also used in a manner of extended realism by placing a VR model on 
top of a 1:1 physical prototype, to gain an extra level of immersion in ergo-
nomics evaluation by seeing and feeling the design. VR also enabled interac-
tive remote design reviews, where participants from multiple locations across 
the globe can join in and view the design in the same virtual space. Usability 
tests with users was also a way to use XR. Even for first time users, viewing 
and interacting with objects in XR comes naturally as the movements are 
same as in real life. For this reason, conducting reviews and usability tests 
with first timers is feasible. If it’s not possible to participate the VR session 
in person, another way to gather feedback on the design is to record a first-
person video from a VR session and show that to stakeholders and gain feed-
back from that. VR was also seen as a key tool in enabling designing and eval-
uation of large designs, such as plant models and heavy machinery. 
 
3.3 Why to use XR? 
 
There needs to be a clear reason to implement XR into a design process. Of-
ten emerging technologies are adopted and used for the sole reason of them 
being novel. All the interviewees had clear reasons and identified benefits in 
using XR. Great emphasis was placed on the importance of evaluating a de-
sign in 1:1 from realistic viewing angles in the right context. With the designer 
viewing a model from where it would be seen and used in real life, the focus 
of the designer is on the most relevant things. The ability to freely rotate and 
zoom a model in a CAD software on a computer quickly obscures the sense 
of scale and the model is viewed from angles it would never be seen in a real-
life use case. Ergonomics and safety evaluation in real scale is dramatically 
different when compared to evaluation of these aspects with a conventional 
computer screen. Designers can insert themselves or a user inside designs 
and simulate different body positions when prototyping the use of a product. 

Many interviewees felt that conducting user testing with XR tools offer 
faster iteration cycles as opposed to physical prototypes, even if the feedback 
that can be gathered is limited when compared to physical prototypes. Pro-
totyping with XR can also save costs, as the first physical prototype will be 
more refined with user evaluation done with XR. This also reduces the num-
ber of physical prototyping cycles needed. Evaluating slightly different con-
cepts side by side is also easier with XR. 

Benefits of AR specifically comes with the ability to see surroundings. Out-
side of product development context, some scenarios may require the user to 
see their surroundings due to safety concerns. AR can also enhance vision in 
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situations where eyesight is compromised by surrounding elements like fog, 
darkness and smoke.  
 
3.4 Limitations 
 
When it comes to limitations of XR, all the interviewees had similar thoughts 
and observations. The technology has been improving since the first con-
sumer devices came to the market. Despite this, in most devices there’s some 
room for improvement in the resolution, viewing angles and lens distortions. 
These qualities may hinder the usability, thus affecting immersion. Devices 
utilizing optical see-through elements suffer from lack of resolution and re-
flections from the surrounding environment. Many of the devices are wired. 
Wired devices are driven by powerful PCs with minimal input lag, giving the 
best visual fidelity and smoothest experience. On the other hand, wires and 
PCs hinder the mobility of the setup. 

The integration of CAD software and XR devices should be as effortless as 
possible. Some CAD software providers like PTC and Autodesk have Vred for 
automobile design and Vuforia for AR design reviews respectively. Both are 
native XR applications for a seamless XR experience with minimal effort. 
Some of the interviewees felt that many CAD to XR workflows are less than 
ideal and often required additional tinkering. 

The choice of using game engines for XR development gives the builder of 
the scene a total freedom to develop very project specific interactions and 
features. Being able to do this kind of development work often requires ded-
icated personnel to manage the XR devices and the software. On one hand 
prototyping with XR using ready-made platforms like KeyVR and Design 
Space offers a quick way to view CAD models, but on the other hand the de-
signer loses the ability to answer project specific needs by creating those 
niche features in game-engine like development environments. 
 
3.5 Future 
 
Regarding the future of XR, many interviewees had high hopes for the future 
devices to be smaller and lighter. To achieve reduction in size and weight, we 
might see the industry shifting heavily to cloud computing. Cloud computing 
frees the user form the need to have a powerful PC at hand to drive the per-
formance. With faster networks that we have already seen with the introduc-
tion of 5G, cloud based wireless XR with minimal on-device computing may 
be what the future holds. Advancements in computing performance will im-
prove computer vision to support the tracking of eyes, hands and the envi-
ronment.  
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4 User testing and design evaluation 
 
The literary review points at XR being a good and working tool to conduct 
usability testing and design evaluation in a product development process. 
The case company has products ranging from small wall mounted drives to 
large cabinet installations with the usability needs differing from examples 
seen in earlier research. The immense benefit of XR is amplified by the size 
of the product, as large products are harder to prototype. Taking that into 
account, there was an interest to find out how XR fairs with the case com-
pany’s smaller wall mounted drives, and what kind of usability aspects could 
be possible to evaluate with just XR? 

In section 4.1 the current state of usability testing of drives at the case 
company is presented. Section 4.2 goes through the process of building VR 
content in a game engine that can be used to conduct usability testing. In 
section 4.3 the content of the usability testing is introduced. The tests in-
cluded two electrical engineers who evaluated a small servo drive with a con-
ventional computer screen, VR and AR. To evaluate VR as a design tool for 
industrial designers and engineers, two more sessions were carried out with 
both parties. These sessions are presented in sections 4.4 and 4.5. The tests 
were carried out at the case company’s premises. 

 
4.1 Usability testing with drives 

 
At the case company, usability testing is done when there is a physical proto-
type at hand. The manufacturing of the functional prototype often happens 
at another location, and it is shipped to the team responsible for the indus-
trial design of the device for testing. Usability testing is carried out with the 
real users of the product. The process is as follows: the designer recruits par-
ticipants to perform the installation or the commissioning of the drive. The 
electrical engineers are usually hired from a contractor and paid for the work 
by an hourly basis. The tests are facilitated at the case company’s premises in 
a dedicated testing space with real cabinets to install into. A plywood cabinet 
in place of a real cabinet has also been used. The electrical engineer installs 
the drive, this includes phases like mounting and cabling of the drive. During 
the installation, the designer observes the process and gathers feedback of 
positives and pain-points. Documenting of the usability testing sessions hap-
pens with typical methods of photos, videos and notetaking. 

Running usability tests with B2B products is more cumbersome than test-
ing consumer products. The global setting of the case company combined 
with various distribution channels makes it hard to find representative users. 
As with many large corporations there may be a lack of co-creation culture 
and some R&D teams may be distanced from the end-user. The drives may 
be used at different locations of the world, with each country having their 
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own standards and unique way of doing the installation of the drive, such as 
the use of different standard of tools for example. Some larger products are 
also difficult to move to another location for testing. The different user 
groups in different countries would require more user tests, as distinct user 
groups won’t be using the product in the exact same way (Nielsen 2000). 
Testing with more users increases the time and cost for the tests. At the case 
company organizing customer visits to run usability tests in the customer’s 
premises has been challenging as the local sales organizations are controlling 
the access to the customers. When visiting is possible, various safety and con-
fidentiality practices in place at customer locations greatly hinder the pro-
cess. Every company also must consider that the customer has an incentive 
to not buy products already in the market if they acquire the knowledge that 
an improved version is coming out soon. Due to these reasons, using contrac-
tors as test persons and carrying out testing in the case company has been 
the preferred way. 

 
4.2 Building the VR test scenarios for user testing 

 
VR was chosen as the main technology for conducting the tests. Building the 
test scenario in the game engine of choice would be more feasible for a VR 
device. Secondly, the company interview results pointed at VR being the tech-
nology of choice to use in this kind of user testing scenario. AR was included 
in the user testing as a tool to compare to. AR also enabled the evaluation of 
how seeing the surroundings and the user’s hands affect the testing. 

The VR test scene that was used with the user testing, was built in UE. 
Another option would have been to only utilize ready-made tools like KeyVR 
and Design Space. However, the interview data pointed at game engines be-
ing a well-established platform for building XR content on, so evaluating the 
use of UE and Unity was necessary. Main differences of the XR platforms and 
the choice to use UE was presented in section 2.3. 

For the user testing it was decided that there would be two different types 
of products used from the case company, one being a smaller servo drive and 
the other a large cabinet product. To simulate an actual step of XR prototyp-
ing in a product development process, it would be ideal if the products tested 
were still in development with physical prototypes yet to be manufactured. 
However, there were no products in a development phase at the time that 
would’ve been in the optimal phase for this type of VR testing. For that rea-
son, products already in production or at the end of their development cycle 
were chosen. A new servo drive was used as the small device for the user test-
ing. It was a product that the other test person had quickly seen before, but 
not worked with, so the interaction was fresh. The setup of the scene con-
sisted of an enclosure space where the drive was located in, corresponding 
with the actual installation of the product. The bigger cabinet was evaluated 
with participants involved in the R&D of that product. The cabinet was 
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evaluated in a simple scene where the participants were able to view and 
move the subassemblies in the cabinet. 

 
Figure 5. The test VR scene built for the usability testing with electrical 
engineers. 

 
The build of the VR test scene was carried out in UE. The scene was created 

on top of a UE template, which is a quick way to get started. The “Virtual 
Reality” game template was chosen for it’s already available VR specific Blue-
prints. The template contains Blueprints for a player pawn, grabbable ob-
jects, object interaction, teleportation in the space, among many other things 
that will get the developer started. For this project, the needed functionalities 
were the grabbing and moving of objects with the controller. The playable 
area of the test person was designed to be small, as there was no need to wan-
der around or to teleport around the space. 

Since the tests were conducted in VR, the virtual space for the tests should 
be somewhat immersive. A simple room with drive cabinets, electrical wires, 
lamps, and other props was designed. The setup was kept simple, and the 
interactions built in the scene were limited to the drive itself, which had parts 
and connectors that were grabbable and movable. The layout of the room was 
modelled in a CAD software and all the cabinets and the drive itself were im-
ported from existing CAD data of the case company.  

One of the goals of the testing was to find out if integrating real-world ob-
jects with VR would provide a more immersive experience for the user. For 
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this purpose, a simple plywood cabinet (Figure 6.) was used as a restrictive 
element that would simulate an installation situation where the drive is sur-
rounded by enclosure walls. For the servo drive itself, a simple foam core 
mock-up was used in one part of the testing as the physical representation of 
the drive. These physical elements were an additional point of interaction for 
the test person. 

 
Figure 6. The plywood cabinet with a foam core mock-up of the servo drive 
attached to the wall. 

 
The testing needed a big enough room to fit all the needed equipment. 

Both Quest 2 and Vive Pro 2 were used for these tests. Vive Pro 2 utilizes Vive 
base stations to orient itself in a space. The base stations should be mounted 
on a stand and placed above 2 meters from the floor level, in a way that the 
stations see the playing area. Using such a device with external trackers takes 
some time to setup, and often a separate space cleared from furniture and 
other obstacles is needed. A device like the Vive Pro 2 would need a dedicated 
room that would be always setup and ready to go if frequent use of VR is the 
purpose. With the second test user, Quest 2 was used due to malfunction of 
the Vive Pro 2. For the AR part of the user testing, Microsoft HoloLens 2 was 
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used. It is a device that had already been used previously in the case company 
and there was a quick workflow already in place of importing CAD data from 
Creo to HoloLens. 

 
Figure 7. Test person grabbing a connector in VR. The plywood enclosure 
was aligned with its virtual counterpart. 
 
4.3 The user testing session 
 
For the user testing session, a series of questions about the use of the drive 
were presented to the test persons and they would be able to answer freely. 
The format of the session was as follows: 

 
a) The test person evaluated the drive on a computer screen, moving it 

freely with a mouse. The CAD model was shown inside the 3D CAD 
software Creo. 

b) A series of questions was presented to the user: 
i) Pre-evaluation of the drive, first impressions from the user  
ii) Evaluate the ergonomics of the buttons  

(1) How would a finger fit to press the buttons?  
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(2) Does something else on the device come in the way of operating 
the buttons?  

iii) Can you evaluate the connector placement ergonomics?  
(1) D-SUB connector location and ergonomics  
(2) DCODE connector location and ergonomics  
(3) RJ45 connector on top of the device  
(4) Would any of the visible connectors hinder each other’s acces-

sibility or use ergonomics  
iv) Grounding plate location  
v) Would the cabling be feasible to make, any hindrances?  

c) After the evaluation on a screen, the same drive was evaluated in both 
VR and AR. 

d) The user was instructed on how to position and adjust the HMD for 
the best viewing experience, as well as on the use of the VR controllers. 

e) After the user felt comfortable with the devices, the VR/AR scene was 
launched. 

f) The user was led through the same set of questions as before, only this 
time, how they interacted with the drive was different. 

g) Wrap up and discussion on general thoughts on the experiment, with 
a few clarifying questions. 

 

4.3.1 Evaluation on a computer screen 
 
First was the evaluation on a computer screen. Questions related to ergonom-
ics, whether one’s hand will fit a certain place or will the connectors be easy 
to mount side by side were answered with uncertainty when viewing the 
model on a computer screen. “I suspect my hands will fit” and “I believe it 
will work”, were descriptive sentences used when answering the questions. 
Additionally, the size of the device wasn’t clear since there was no reference 
to the real size in the CAD program. Mid-way the other test person remem-
bered seeing the device beforehand and recalled it being of certain size. In-
teracting with the CAD model by rotating and zooming with mouse wasn’t 
intuitive for the test persons. Drawing a conclusion from the first phase, the 
test persons were able to give answers to all the questions, but with varying 
level of uncertainty. They couldn’t spot any clear usability hinderances.  
 

4.3.2 Evaluation with VR 
 
Moving into the VR scene, the test persons were able to grab and move vari-
ous connectors that were attached to the drive. When asked about the ergo-
nomics of the connectors and how they would be mounted, the test persons 
were able to give more clear answers than in the computer screen evaluation. 
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Being able to move the connectors made it clear to the other user in what 
order they should be attached. The evaluation of the possibility of cabling was 
viewed as easier to comprehend than on a computer screen. Overall, the cer-
tainty in answers of the test persons improved, when the testing session 
moved from evaluating the product on a computer screen to evaluation with 
VR and AR.  

 
Figure 8. Servo drives side-by-side in the VR test scenario. Removable con-
nectors are hanging from the front of the drives. 

 
The size of the device was clear in VR, as opposed to viewing the product 

on a computer screen. The controllers that were visible in the VR world gave 
the user some measure for scale, however not being able to see one’s fingers, 
it was still hard to comprehensively evaluate how would a finger fit to press 
the buttons on the drive. 

The additional physical elements gained mixed reactions. The plywood 
box was a good anchor point for giving the user a sense of scale and place 
both in the real world as well as in VR. The box itself blocked visual noise and 
gave the drive a visually clear base to sit on. It was somewhat beneficial, but 
not necessary that the hand was stopped by an actual wall of the plywood box. 
The other test person described the grabbing of the virtual connectors with 
the controller easier since the controller was stopped by the physical mock-
up, the other test person didn’t see the benefit of the physical foam core 
mock-up drive.  
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The more time was spent in the VR world, the more immersive it got. 
Many comments were given on how seeing actual hands, instead of the con-
trollers would have helped in grabbing different parts and seeing how the size 
of objects relates to hands, thus helping with ergonomics evaluation. The 
other participant also would’ve preferred to feel the actual prototyped objects 
with their hands, since in installation work haptic feedback is essential. When 
working with drives, the electrician always works with both hands, other 
works as a guiding hand for installing wires while the other holds the wires.  

 
Figure 9. A user grabbing a connector from the servo drive in VR using the 
Quest 2 controller. 

 
As secondary findings, the Vive Pro 2 was described as being bulky. Hav-

ing it on for a longer period resulted in a hot and sweaty headband. The con-
trollers were a little awkward for the other test person because they had no 
prior experience of typical gaming controllers. There were a couple of miss 
clicks of wrong buttons, and slight difficulties in finding and operating the 
grab button. For the test persons, the VR experience was of sufficient resolu-
tion and described as being realistic enough. Adjusting the focus area of the 
lenses and fastening the headset securely took only five minutes. With the 
Quest 2 the setting up was even faster. During the testing, the demo suffered 
from misalignment of the physical objects in relation to the VR scene. Even 
though the digital equivalent of the plywood box was modelled with the exact 
measurements of the real thing, it was still a bit off in the scene. There was 
this strange effect of the VR scene slightly moving when the test person 
moved around with the HMD, resulting in this misalignment. This can also 
be due to how the lenses of the HMD are positioned. For the testing with the 
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other test person, a backup unit, Quest 2 was used since Vive Pro 2 stopped 
working while setting up the session. 

The other participant brought up a point about the drive that was being 
evaluated. They knew that one larger variation of the drive had terminal con-
nections pointing from the side of the device to the left. As servo drives are 
usually fitted closely together, this would require a large gap between the 
drives. Assessing this kind of installation scenario in VR would have been 
helpful when designing the product. A quick iteration of the VR scene was 
made where three of the drives were placed side by side. With the drives next 
to each other, the other test person evaluated the installation distance be-
tween the drives and felt that the assessment of the clearance distance was 
easy in VR. Overall, the user felt that the VR was the better method to evalu-
ate and view the 3D model, when compared to viewing it on a conventional 
screen.  

 
4.3.3 Evaluation with AR 
 
After the computer screen and VR evaluation, both participants tested Ho-
loLens 2 to view the same servo drive in AR. Straight away both participants 
were excited to see that this time their hands were visible. Seeing hands or a 
hand model that would follow the hands movements in the VR scene was a 
possibility, but not implemented. Adding such a feature was above the skill 
level of the author. Due to this, it was easier to opt for an optical see-through 
AR device to have the user’s hands visible. Both felt that with AR, seeing 
hands enabled them to better evaluate how they would be able to press the 
buttons. The other participant stated: “With the VR controller, I couldn’t 
properly say if my finger would fit to press the OK button, in that way, this 
(AR) is better”. Fingers also worked as a good size reference for the cables 
sticking out from the connectors.  

The resolution that the HoloLens 2 provided was sufficient and the colors 
were described as vivid, even though the image produced is translucent. Both 
participants reported that the viewing area was small, resulting in the drive 
disappearing if they tilted their head to either side. The small viewing area 
wasn’t as problematic in this case, since the drive that was evaluated was 
small, it would fit in the optical see-through screen when moving back a little. 
One immersion breaking feature that both participants mentioned was that 
the hands disappeared behind the drive. As can be seen in figure 10., the soft-
ware and device rendered the drive on top of everything in a way that real life 
elements, such as hands, would always appear to be behind the drive. 
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Figure 10. A screen capture from the HoloLens 2 device. User's hand disap-
pears behind the model. Translucency of the model is not visible in this image 
since it is a screenshot from the device’s output. 

 
Since the hands were visible, the participants were able to insert their 

hands next to the drive and better evaluate the possibility of running cables. 
The other participant stated that the “cabling can be done and there seems to 
be nothing in the way of it”. As with both AR and VR, there was no virtual or 
real cable to try in this case. If cabling was to be prototyped virtually, one 
problem would be that the cable is not able to attach to anything if a dedicated 
mock-up for attachment is not used. The evaluation of cabling possibility is 
just the expert’s estimate. All in all, the HoloLens 2 was liked also for its light-
ness and ease of use. It didn’t feel heavy for the participants, and it was com-
fortable to wear. The users also felt that it didn’t put any strain on the eyes, 
since the real world is always visible. Overall, in this testing the AR experi-
ence was preferred over VR and computer screen evaluation. 

 
4.4 Evaluation of VR in industrial design reviews 
 
VR was also studied as a tool to conduct design reviews of concept proposals. 
For this internal review session, one industrial designer evaluated side by 
side concepts of a drive with small variations within them. Other industrial 
designers were present in the session. The format of the session was freeform 
and done in a manner of giving feedback and improvement ideas, much like 
any design concept review done with the help of renderings and CAD mod-
elled concepts. However, this time, the evaluation was done in VR. The 
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session was carried out with Meta Quest 2 as the HMD and KeyVR as the 
platform. The HMD was chosen based on simulating a seamless and easy 
workflow. Connecting the HMD to the laptop required the use of only one 
USB-C cable. KeyVR worked straight away with Oculus, since KeyVR has 
OpenXR integration. The test person went through a short tutorial scene to 
learn the controls of KeyVR. Once comfortable with the HMD and controls, 
the actual test scene was launched.  
 

 
Figure 11. VR industrial design review session with the Meta Quest 2 used 
with KeyVR. 
 

Goals of the session was to find out if this tool is something we want to 
utilize in this type of a concept evaluation session. Pinpointing the benefits 
of this type of tool can be difficult. How to measure the quality of new ideas 
that emerge in a design concept evaluation session? To thoroughly under-
stand the effects VR has on generating ideas, a series of comparative tests 
with multiple participant groups would be needed. 

The concepts evaluated had parts organized in model sets so that the par-
ticipant could move some parts and organize them into different configura-
tions. One goal was to evaluate visual differences of those configurations. The 
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second goal was to see if evaluating different mechanical concepts would be 
feasible with VR. The connecting mechanical features of parts were of small 
size and dictated the way one part could be mounted to another part. 

Moving the parts to see in what angle a part can be inserted so it won’t 
collide with other parts seemed difficult. KeyVR offers a precise move tool to 
move a part along an axis with a gizmo. The other option is to use a free move 
tool where the controller acts as a hand and the user presses a button to grab 
a part and orient it freely. Mounting a part into another one and trying to 
guide its movement by following the small mechanical features by eye wasn’t 
intuitive. This may be more useful for larger objects where such miniscule 
details don’t matter, but the features in question were so small that just hold-
ing a part in VR created so much minor movement that trying to guide a part 
to a certain place with precision was extremely hard. Even though the moving 
of the parts itself was faster and easier than in the CAD software that’s in use, 
the participant felt that it was nearly impossible to evaluate such small me-
chanical features meaningfully this way. To add to that, there was no object 
collision detection when holding a part, so the parts went through each other. 
It was still possible to view the parts colliding from different angles, so some 
clearances could be evaluated there. The participant felt that such small de-
tails and overlapping parts could be better studied within a CAD software 
than in VR. One way to tackle the finicky free move was to increase the scale 
of the design, thus breaking the benefit of seeing the design in real scale.  

For visual comparison, VR seemed like a good choice. The participant 
thought that comparing concepts side by side works well in VR. The biggest 
benefit VR could offer here was the 1:1 scale of the objects and the ability to 
freely move within the space to look at the concepts from different, natural 
angles that the products would be viewed in real life. 

As the session went on, the focus organically shifted from evaluating the 
VR tool to evaluating the design concepts at hand. In this session there was 
only one pair of HMDs available, so while one was wearing them, others 
could see the feed on the computer. In this case there was no way of measur-
ing the value or quantity of the generated ideas that emerged by interacting 
with the designs with this new medium. What could be deducted was that 
compared to the mostly static images usually seen in design reviews, VR in-
troduced a more organic and realistic way of seeing and highlighting features 
from the design and passing on that knowledge to other people that were pre-
sent. 

 
4.5 Expert evaluation of a cabinet 
 
One of the goals was to find out how the interaction differs when the product 
evaluated is larger in size. A session was held with participants working with 
a larger device with the height of about 2 meters. The evaluators were 
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working in R&D. The current medium for evaluating design issues within the 
team is to view pictures, animated videos, or the 3D model in CAD software. 

The session was held in a similar manner as the expert evaluation with the 
industrial designer. The test subjects reviewed the tool and its significance 
on their work. The motivation to use VR is to better understand common is-
sues that emerge when designing such a product. The most important aspect 
to consider is safety. These kinds of products have multiple protective 
measures to prevent the user from coming to contact with possibly fatal volt-
age. Another thing to consider is common design faults, like ill-fitting parts 
and sub-assemblies. Evaluation of what kind of sub-assemblies will fit the 
cabinet is important. The evaluation session consisted of the users evaluating 
an already designed assembly with KeyVR. The HMD used was the Meta 
Quest 2. The sub-assemblies were organized in model sets, so that the user 
could grab and move the assembly units to and from the cabinet. As in real 
life, the cabinet is assembled by inserting smaller, pre-built sub-assembly 
units inside the cabinet. 

The evaluators felt that VR could be an assisting tool in helping them to 
tackle the common issues that emerge when designing a new cabinet and 
sub-assemblies. One participant brought up a case from before where the 
user found out that a protective shield cage wasn’t covering all the essential 
parts of a high voltage area of the device, and the user’s fingers could go 
through the shield from one side. The participant felt that these kinds of de-
sign faults could be identified early on by viewing the design in 1:1 ratio in 
VR. The correct scale and the ability to view the design from the natural an-
gles in the right perspective enables the identification of issues such as this 
one. The size and movement of the parts can be visualized in CAD, but the 
participants felt that the organic way of interacting with the sub-assemblies 
in VR by moving them in and out of the cabinet has some value. They were 
interested to use VR to see what sized sub-assemblies can be made for the 
cabinet. The participants also had the idea of using VR as an instructional 
tool to teach assembly workers how to assemble a cabinet. Doing assembly 
with own hands in VR can create a different memory trace than learning as-
sembly from pictures or video. If the VR system can be integrated to the prod-
uct development process conveniently and at a reasonable cost, the partici-
pants felt that they would have real use for it. 

The tests conducted in this section (4.0) gave a solid foundation for the 
next steps of integrating XR into the product development process. The pre-
sent study showcased pitfalls and benefits of the technology. An in-depth 
summary of the findings and things to consider when moving forward with 
the process of integrating XR into the product development process is pre-
sented in the following section. 
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5 Discussion 
 
The focus of the thesis project was to find out if XR can be considered as a 
worthy tool for industrial product design in the case company. To test the 
technologies’ possibilities, usability tests with real users of the products were 
run, as well as expert tool evaluation with an industrial designer and engi-
neers alike. Testing of the VR tools and setting up the VR scenes required a 
deep dive into VR content development with game engines and the usage of 
VR devices. In section 5.1 the benefits of XR identified are discussed. Section 
5.2 introduces some future scenarios for the technology. The identified needs 
of the case company regarding XR are discussed in section 5.3, and a recom-
mendation to move forward with XR is presented in section 5.4. 

 
5.1 Benefits of XR 
 
The concepts that were evaluated in the industrial designer VR session were 
later tested with 3D prints. The VR sessions work well as another way of con-
ducting design reviews, which was covered also in section 2.2. The outcome 
of a VR evaluation is often new and improved ideas. As was presented in sec-
tion 4.4, the concepts evaluated included fine mechanical features such as 
snap-fits. There was no way of meaningfully test could a part be installed in 
a particular angle or how would the snap-fits of the part work and feel in a 
certain orientation, as the parts didn’t interact with each other in any way. 
None of the concepts could have been ruled out as unusable based on the VR 
evaluation alone. Using a tool that would have collision detection and utiliz-
ing VR gloves that would generate haptic feedback might help with this type 
of evaluation. A question might be raised whether feedback gained that way 
can be considered applicable, as it still wouldn’t perfectly match with real 
parts interacting. In all the tests done, VR and AR fell short whenever there 
was a need to test anything that would require haptic feedback. 

Seeing the design and playing with it by orienting it freely with hands and 
viewing it from different angles in real scale can help in generating improve-
ment ideas and identifying faults more efficiently. In many cases, XR doesn’t 
enable a designer to skip a step of physical prototyping, but it adds a new one 
early on for a more insightful analysis of the design being developed. In some 
projects, XR can be the only way of prototyping if that can be used to com-
prehensively evaluate the design to a level where a physical prototype isn’t 
required. The concepts evaluated in section 4.4 were later tested with physi-
cal prototypes. In this case, the difference in generation of improvement 
ideas when the designs were tested physically was self-evident when com-
pared to the VR review session. With 3D printed parts, one could clearly see 
how the snap-fits and other features actually worked. One thing to note about 
the 3D prints is that with them it was harder to evaluate the aesthetic features 
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as they were the wrong color and material finish. Preparing realistic looking 
mock-ups takes time and often many features are tested with the prints 
straight out of the printer. 

Not everything cannot or should be prototyped with XR. The usability test-
ing sessions well exhibited the shortcomings of XR. The usability testing pre-
sented in section 4.3 was followed by one of the participants performing the 
real installation of the servo drive the following day. The servo drive evalu-
ated didn’t have any major issues to begin with, but many findings were still 
made, that might have been hard to spot without installing the drive in real 
life. The findings included things like metal chips falling to the drive enclo-
sure when using self-drilling screws, keypad making a rattling noise when 
operated and a loosely locking connector. Some of the things could have been 
spotted with just VR evaluation, such as misleading terminal and voltage 
markings. The same markings were present in the VR prototype but what 
triggered the test person to take note while handling the real thing was that 
they were performing the installation and had to really focus on how to cor-
rectly do the cabling. For these types of marking issues to be noticed in the 
VR testing, a similar setup of the test person performing installation steps to 
the extent that is possible should be done. Even if the same actions were per-
formed in VR but missing the physical aspect to an extent, just going through 
all of the installation steps could trigger the same findings to be made. In the 
VR and AR tests, the servo drive was already placed on a wall. In the real 
installation tests, the drive is first taken out from its package. The whole pro-
cess should have been included in the virtual testing. 

Both VR and AR gave the impression that the drive was in front of the 
user. XR can better achieve the spotting of usability issues that can be iden-
tified by viewing the drive from different angles in real scale, such as cabling 
issues emerging with tight installation distances between multiple devices.  

All in all, VR and AR was deemed very useful for side-by-side visual com-
parison of different design concepts, design reviews by playing with parts of 
the design by moving them into different configurations and positions, and 
assessing usability enabled by real scale evaluation. A detailed breakdown of 
the usefulness of XR per task is presented in table 4. 
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Table 3. Benefits of XR in design evaluation based on user testing. 
 

5.2 Advancements and future of XR 
 
In 1997 AR was a relatively new field of research. Azuma (1997) presented 
some areas of improvement for the technology. For example, the technology 
back then wasn’t capable to accurately track a user outdoors. Tracking out-
doors for them to be used to aid user’s outdoors with navigation maps for 
example in military applications. The ultimate goal visioned for AR will be 
the ability to present virtual objects that are indistinguishable from the real-
ity (Fournier 1994). Although the images produced by the market leading 
HMDs are not indistinguishable from reality, advancements have been made 
in the last two decades. Bach (2021) writes that Microsoft has produced 
mixed-reality headsets to the U.S. Army that can be utilized in outdoor envi-
ronments. The HoloLens based device utilizes a technology called the 

Task Usefulness Notes

Evaluation of mechanical 
features Poor No collision detection, parts overlapping, 

no haptic feedback

Evaluation of aesthetic 
features Good Designs can be evaluated side by side and 

colors and finishes changed quickly

Assessing the scale of the 
design Good

Scale of the devices was clear, visiblity of 
users hands improves the scale assessing 

greatly

Idea generation and 
refinement in design 

reviews
Good

Handling designs by grabbing, moving 
around and "playing" with them might 

help with generation of ideas. 

Usability evaluation Good, 
limited

Spotting usability issues improves when 
viewing a design in 1:1, from realistic 

angles as opposed to 2D screen.

Ergonomics evaluation Good, 
limited

Body positions and fitting of tools/hand 
while prototyping using the device. For 

example, button size in relation to fingers.
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Integrated Visual Augmentation System (IVAS). It allows the soldiers to see 
through corners and smoke and enable the user to see 3D terrain maps in 
their field of vision.  

Azuma (1997) also presented some other common issues with XR. Com-
bining real and virtual images comes down to using optical-see through ele-
ments or a video feed. The problem with viewing video to see the surrounding 
world is the eye offset. In most HMDs, the cameras are located at the external 
surface of the device, at a considerable distance from the user’s eyes. When 
presenting the user with the cameras’ video feed, it assumes that the user’s 
eyes are where the cameras are located in. The offset of the eyes and the cam-
eras creates a displacement effect, where the user sees the world from the 
point of view of the cameras. Even though this type of issue has existed since 
XR devices were able to capture camera feed and blend it with the virtual 
image, this offset issue was still present for example in the Varjo XR-3 head-
set tested at Varjo’s premises.  

As was presented in section 4.4, the object manipulation whilst testing the 
fine mechanical concepts didn’t provide realistic enough feedback for that 
interaction to enable a meaningful evaluation of the features. VR gloves nor 
other specialty haptic feedback devices other than the typical VR controllers 
were tested in the present study. Over two decades ago, including haptic feed-
back that would allow the user to feel the objects they interact with was a 
common obstacle in the field of VR and no satisfactory solution was available 
back then (Buck 1998; Purschke et al. 1998). As of recent, haptic VR glove 
developers have entered the markets. One example is WEART (2022), who 
has developed a haptic XR glove called the TouchDIVER. It is capable of im-
itating haptic sensations to the users fingertips, such as applied forces, sur-
face textures and even thermal cues.  

The apparatus presented by Sutherland (1968) was an awkward, large de-
vice that had a limited range of motion. Since realistic graphical image re-
quires the use of a capable PC, many XR systems are still wired. Devices free 
of wires must be provided for the user not to feel restricted by the surround-
ing equipment (Purschke, Schulze et al. 1998). On-device computing has its 
limits, faster networks may be the answer to an untethered graphically capa-
ble HMD. As we can see, companies are still solving some challenges pre-
sented over 20 years ago. 

Brooks (1999) described common problems of VR at the end of the 90s. 
He surveyed the state of VR and covered technology related topics such as 
visual displays, graphics rendering, tracking systems and database construc-
tion. Berg and Vance (2017) stated in their paper that VR finally works. In 
their survey they asked the companies involved to lay out what the future of 
VR might hold. The answers included topics such as improved graphics, en-
vironmental simulation, simple model conversion process, automated model 
preparation, improved collision detection, haptics simulation and mobile VR 
systems.  
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The answers above somewhat aligned with the current study’s results from 
the company interviews presented in section 3.5. One topic covered in the 
company interviews that wasn’t mentioned in Berg’s and Vance’s paper was 
the aspect of fast data connections such as 5G, enabling computing in cloud 
to eliminate the need for powerful on-site PCs. This reduces the size and 
weight of the XR setups, enabling them to be more mobile. All the common 
problem areas have improved significantly over the years, with greatly im-
proved screen resolutions, advancements in computer graphics, multiple 
HMDs supporting inside-out tracking and companies developing turnkey XR 
software for quick XR prototyping. We are headed for a future where CAD 
programs have one-click XR integrated, eliminating the need for exporting 
and importing of CAD data. Additionally, the turnkey XR applications will 
have a vast array of built-in tools that enable a variety of interactions. 
 

5.3 Different needs and requirements 
 
When beginning to explore the possibilities of XR, the company should invest 
in a set of devices and software that fits their specific needs. It is a good prac-
tice to try different options and invest in a setup that will tick all the necessary 
boxes. The different software and devices explored all suit very different 
needs. As was found out in the company interviews, utilizing game engines 
for the development of XR content requires dedicated developers or capable 
designers with the knowledge to build different interactions in the XR scene 
on request.  

Game engines have a steep learning curve, depending on the builder’s 
skill-level, it may take anywhere from hours to multiple days of work to build 
a XR scene. The need for additional personnel for managing XR workflow 
steps such as model preparation and building of the XR scene to be on payroll 
must be well justified within a company. As was apparent in the company 
interviews in section 3.1, game engines should be considered when a project 
requires the prototyping of a very specific feature or interaction that wouldn’t 
otherwise be possible to achieve in a ready-made software. Such interactions 
could be custom operable user interfaces or objects having features like a part 
snapping onto a specific place and position. If a company is at the stage where 
there are job positions for solely managing the XR tools and content, the 
technology is used extensively and XR is heavily integrated in their processes. 
For example, in the case company there probably won’t be a possibility to 
have a dedicated job position solely for developing XR content as of now. Us-
ing commercially available applications with ready-made tools for XR con-
tent building is also a common option, as was presented by Berg & Vance in 
section 2.2. This is recommended when content building must be performed 
by the users of the XR. As ready-made software works on a plug and play 
basis, little to no tinkering is required.  
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The HMDs tested were chosen based on their representation of different 
features. Varjo was kind enough to let the author and the thesis group to visit 
their premises and try out their existing line-up of HMDs. This was beneficial 
for the benchmarking of the devices, and to really see the difference that a 
great visual fidelity can bring. Most, if not all of the HMDs on the market 
work with the software tested in the present study. The important differences 
to consider include mobility, price, visual fidelity and tracking. Two devices 
that were used the most were the HTC Vive Pro 2 and Meta Quest 2. The most 
notable difference with these devices is how they are set up. Vive Pro 2 re-
quires the use of base stations for tracking. The stations need a wall or a stand 
to be placed on. With the stations comes the need for a large enough room 
that is used solely used for VR purposes, since setting up the base stations 
and the device takes some time. Having no specific VR room and needing to 
set up the devices every time VR testing is needed quickly renders the devices 
unused, since no one can be bothered to do the setup if it’s extra work. A tool 
won’t be used unless it’s necessary, or quick and easy to use.  

During the study there was no dedicated room where Vive Pro 2 was setup. 
That quickly led to using the Quest 2 more often when developing and testing 
VR content. The Quest 2 can output content from a PC with a single USB-C 
cable. It can also be used without a cable if the content is built for mobile 
from the game engine and deployed to the Quest 2. In many cases though, 
building for mobile wasn’t necessary since playing the preview from the UE 
development window was enough. With the Quest 2’s inside-out tracking, no 
base stations were needed. The mobility and ease of setup makes the Quest 2 
a compelling choice, even if the resolution and field of view it provides loses 
in comparison to the Vive Pro 2. Though, comparing the two devices side by 
side the difference in visual fidelity wasn’t a major differentiator. 

The company’s internal security requirements can be a deciding factor in 
what devices and software can be considered. More B2B oriented XR compa-
nies offer vast support for business use cases. For example, Varjo offers de-
vices with subscription plans suiting different needs. They are transparent in 
what data they collect, and they also offer offline variants for an extra level of 
security, as companies are very strict with security when it comes to products 
in development.  

Companies like Meta have a great consumer focused product that is also 
very convenient for business use cases. Meta winded down their Oculus for 
business SKU in December of 2021 to focus more on a multi-purpose device 
that can be used for both work and play. According to their website, they are 
planning on adding of new business services, such as device management and 
work accounts. Quest for Business open beta is set to roll out in the future. 
Meta might raise some concerns when it comes to internal security, as they 
notoriously have been at the forefront of harvesting user data. For this rea-
son, companies with strict security requirements may find it difficult to use 
their products. According to their privacy policy, they “Collect information 
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about the people, content and experiences that you connect to and how you 
interact with them across our Meta Quest Products” (Meta 2022), which can 
be interpreted in many ways. When contacting a Meta business sales repre-
sentative and asking clearly what data they collect with their devices, they 
couldn’t give out an answer straight away and the exchange was left unfin-
ished. 

 
5.4 Recommendation 
 
Implementing XR tools into a company’s product development processes re-
quires the identification of the company’s needs, resources, limitations and 
possibilities. The hinderances and needs in implementing an XR workflow in 
the case company are not unique to a company of that size. During the thesis 
process, even getting approval for installing software needed to develop XR 
content can be a time-consuming ordeal. Approving equipment and software 
tends to be more agile in smaller companies. Some software and devices may 
get ruled out entirely for their data collection and privacy policies, although 
some companies making consumer XR devices may offer variants of the same 
devices tailored for business needs. A set of guidelines and recommendations 
can be set for the use of XR, to be used in the case company when they’ll start 
implementing XR into their workflow. 

Choosing the devices and software is dependent on multiple variables. As-
pects of internal security, internal resources to maintain the software and 
equipment, ability to integrate new tools into already in place CAD work-
flows, software compatibility, space requirements, ease of use, mobility, fi-
nancial requirements and many other things are to be considered. For exam-
ple, the value that better resolution of an B2B HMD brings compared to a 
lesser specified consumer model needs to be evaluated, as that bit of extra 
immersiveness may be crucial to truly immerse the user in the experience. To 
better assess the differences, a table of devices and software tested was 
formed (table 4). 
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Table 4. Things to consider with different XR devices and software. 

 
There is a variety of choices, depending on what the case company decides 

to do. For a mobile and quick setup, a device like the Quest 2 or HP Reverb 
G2 is the recommended choice. Having the permission to install the needed 
software on a personal work laptop would improve the workflow of 

HTC Vive Pro 
2

Oculus/Meta 
Quest 2

HP Reverb G2 
(v2)

Varjo XR-3, 
VR-3 Varjo Aero Hololens 2 

Ease of setup
need to setup 
base stations easy easy (not tested)

dependant on 
base stations use

need to setup 
base stations easy 

dedicated space 
for use preferred no no preferred preferred no

mobility poor good good
dependant on 

version poor good

visual fidelity good good good (not tested) Excellent
Excellent (not 

tested) moderate

computing laptop laptop/on-device PC & laptop PC (preferred) PC & laptop on-device

tracking base stations inside-out inside-out
inside-out, base 

stations base stations inside-out 

cost (at the time 
of writing)

819€ - 1439€, 
ver. dependant

starting from 
449€

750€ - 1300€, 
ver. dependant

3645€ - 6495€ + 
license 1 990 €

3899€ - 5129€, 
ver. dependant

Unreal Engine Unity KeyVR

from CAD to 
software easy easy very easy

model 
preparation

depends on 
source software

depends on 
source software minimal

livelink
from certain 

CADs systems -
yes, tested with 

Creo

licence fee
free (for the use 

case tested) 1877€ / year 1200€ / year

dedicated 
personnel preferred preferred no

ease of setup moderate moderate easy

Interaction 
implementation moderate moderate

already built-in 
interaction tools

custom 
interactions yes yes

no, built in tools 
only
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conducting XR reviews, as there wouldn’t be a need to transfer files to an-
other PC. Because of the built-in tracking, both Reverb G2 and Quest 2 could 
be used anywhere, even at the designers’ desk to quickly review a design or 
to record a video of a use case, as demonstrating moving parts is easy in VR. 
Vive Pro 2 is in a similar category feature wise, only it needs base stations to 
function. This hinders its mobility. As a side note, the unit that was tested 
suffered from severe malfunctions when trying to display VR content. If that 
is a common problem and not a unit specific error, the Vive Pro 2 shouldn’t 
be considered at all. 

As for the software, the recommendation for start is KeyVR. It integrates 
well to Creo, the CAD software used at the case company. Additionally, it’s 
straightforward to use, especially for designers already familiar with 
KeyShot. When a clear need emerges for custom interactions or for some-
thing else that cannot be achieved in KeyVR, UE should be used. As stated 
previously, using UE requires some studying of the software. 

Varjo’s XR-3 and VR-3 offer the state-of-the-art XR experience. The de-
vices are expensive but offer many features absent in more affordable de-
vices. The XR-3 can display real and virtual content with its video pass-
through cameras as opposed to optical see-trough. According to Varjo it’s the 
only device on the market to achieve photorealism in MR (Konttori 2020).  

Timonen and Tiainen (2020) state that for immersive MR experiences, the 
real and virtual needs to blend with each other seamlessly. They well explain 
the process of chroma keying. First the VR content needs to be rendered on 
top of reality in the exact location intended, this is called masking. Then with 
Occlusion, the user’s hands can be seen on top of the VR content when a hand 
is placed on top of the content in the space and not appear behind the content 
as we saw in figure 10. With chroma keying the masking and occlusion can 
be achieved. Timonen and Tiainen explain that chroma keying utilizes col-
ours, e.g., a screen to replace the coloured parts with graphics, everything 
that is not the specific colour, e.g., the user’s hands, are visible. For use cases 
such as usability testing seen in section 4.3 and internal design reviews, such 
as in section 4.4, it might be beneficial to have these immersion enhancing 
features. Varjo also caters well to different needs as was described in the pre-
vious section. 
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6 Conclusions 
 
This thesis didn’t set out to solve a specific problem per se, but to explore 
ways and best practices to enhance product development with XR. As was 
planned, this thesis project successfully included the literature review to see 
how XR usage has evolved in the industrial context, company interviews to 
better gain insight on industrial designer specific use and lastly the user test-
ing sessions to see how XR can be used in the case company. 

From the both the literature review and the company interviews can be 
deducted that in the last five years or so, XR has leaped to a level of maturity 
for it to be considered a viable tool in an industrial product development set-
ting. As was presented in section 2.2, the first industrial use cases of VR and 
AR dates back to over 20 years. Still the wider adoption of the technology has 
happened in the past decade. Currently we are at a point where companies 
are making plug and play XR software that require minimal effort from the 
user to view their designs in XR. When the use of the tool can be simplified 
to a few steps, it becomes much more attractive to use. 

The thesis process went on longer than was initially planned. The delay in 
the timetable was due to difficulties related to the usability testing. First, 
building of the VR scene in UE took longer than expected. Secondly, the re-
cruiting of the electrical engineers for the usability testing presented in sec-
tion 4.3 didn’t go as planned and it added two additional months to the time-
line. Due to the difficultness of recruiting electrical engineers, only two par-
ticipants were included. Including more users would have been better. Addi-
tionally, an iteration of the test scene could have been tested that would have 
included the use of real cables and visible hands, although implementing that 
meaningfully would have required a device like the Varjo XR-3. Some addi-
tional or more refined feedback could have been gained from the testing ses-
sions if some of the functionalities such as object collision and haptic feed-
back would have been available. Testing these features would, again, require 
additional software and hardware to be used. The process of requesting ap-
proval for the use of UE also took more time than expected, in hindsight that 
process should have been started way before it did. 

As an outcome, the case company gained data on how other companies 
have utilized XR, what can XR be used on at the case company and a set of 
recommendations to consider when moving forward with the process of in-
tegrating this tool in the product development process. The thesis reference 
group was a good forum to share the knowledge gained, so some of the ben-
efit would be spread to other parts of the company as well.  

Many of the technical limitations will change in the future and the whole 
field of XR will improve for certain. Many hinderances presented might get 
fixed in the next decade or so. The present study will also feel outdated in 
some respects in a few years time. Still, many of the findings will still be of 
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value when considering the use of XR in the industrial design and product 
development context.
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